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TNTRODUCTION-I

Juliet Mitchell

I object to all of you (Horney, Jones, Rado, etc.,) to the extent
that you do not distinguish more clearly and cleanly between
what is psychic and what is biological, that you try to establish
a neat parallelism between the two and that you, motivated by
such intent, unthinkingly construe psychic facts which are
unprovable and that you, in the process of doing so, must
declare as reactive or regressive much that without doubt is
primary. Of course, these reproaches must remain obscure. In
addition, I would only like to emphasize that we must keep
psychoanalysis separate from biology just as we have kept it
scparate from anatomy and physiology

(Freud, letter to Carl Miiller-Braunschweig, 1935)

f .rr ques Lacan dedicated himself to the task of refinding and re-
l ,rrnulat ing the work of Sigmund Freud. Psychoanalyt ic theory
totlay is a variegated discipline. There are contradictions within
I r t'ud's writings and subsequent analysts have developed one
.rrpcct and rejected another, thereby using one theme as ajump-
rrrli off point for a new theory. Lacan conceived his own project
,lrli i 'rcntly: despite the contradictions and impasses, there is a
, .hcrqnt theorist in Freud whose ideas do not need to be diverged
Ir orrr; rather they should be set within a cohesive framework that
r lrt'y :rnticipated but which, for historical reasons, Freud himself
,.rrltl not formulate. The development of linguistic science
l,r,  rvi t les this framework.

It rs certainly arguable that from the way psychoanalysis has
f,fo\\ ,1'r  during this century we have gained a wider range of
rlrrr.rpcutic understanding and the multiplication of fruitful
r, l r ' , rr ,  btrt  we have lost the possibi l i ty of a clari f icat ion of an
' ' . ' t ' rr t iel  theory. To say that Freud's work contains contra-
Ir,  t  rorrs should not be the equivalent of arguing that i t  is hetero-
r'r n('otrs and that it is therefore legitimate for everyone to take
rlrr ' rr  Pick arrd develop i t  as they wish. Lacan set his face against
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what he saw as such il legitimate and over-tolerant notions of
more-or-less peacefully co-existent l ines of psychoanalytic
thought. From the outset he went back to Freud's basic concepts.
Here, init ially, there is agreernent among psychoanalysts as to
the terrain on which they work: psychoanalysis is about human
sexuality and the unconscious.

The psychoanalytic concept of sexuality confronts head-on all
popular conceptions. It can never be equated with genitality nor
is it the simple expression of a biological drive. It is always psycho-

sexuality, a system of conscious and uncottscious human fan-
tasies involving a range of excitations and activit ies that produce
pleasure beyond the satisfaction of any basic physiological need.
It arises from various sources, seeks satisfaction in many different
ways and makes use of many diverse objects for its airn of
achieving pleasure. Only with great diff iculty and then never
perfectly does it move from being a drive with many component
parts - a single ' l ibido' expressed through very different pheno-
mena -  to being what is normal ly understood as sexual i ty,  some-
thing which appears to be a unified instinct in which genitality
predominates.

For al l  psychoanalysts the development of  the human subject ,
its unconscious and its sexuality go hand-in-hand, they are causa-
t ively intertwined. A psychoanalyst  could not subscr ibe to a
currently popular sociological distinction in which a person is
born wi th their  b io logical  gcnder to which society -  gencral
environment, parents, education, the media - adds a socially
def ined sex, mascul ine or feminine. Psychoanalvsis cannot make
such a distinction: a person is formed through their sexuality, it
could not be 'added' to him or her. The ways in which psycho-
sexual i ty and the unconscious are c losely bound together arc
complex,  but most obviously,  the unconscious contains wishes
that canrrot be satisfied and hence have beerr rcpressed. Prc-
dominant among such wishes are the tabooed incestuons desircs
of chi ldhood.

The unconscious contains all that has been repressed fronr
cotrsciot- tsness, but i t  is  not  co-terminous with th is.  There is arr
evident lack of  cont inui ty in conscious psychic l i fe -  psycho-
analysis concerns i tsel i  wi th the gaps. Frend's contr ibut ion was
to demonstrate that  these gaps col tst i tute a system that is ent i re ly
di f fcrent f ront  that  of  consciousncss: the l rnconscious. Thc trn-
conscious is governed by i ts owl l  laws, i ts images do not fo l low
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r,ach other as in the sequential logic of consciousness but by con-
tlensing onto each other or by.6eing displaced onro something
clse. Because it is unconscious, direct i.."ri to it is impossibt. u"t
its manifestations are apparent most notably in dreams, everyday
slips, jokes, the 'normal' splits and divisions within the h,r-"r,
subject and in psychotic and neuroric behaviour.

Lacan believed that though all psychoanalysts subscribe ro rhe
rnrportance of rhe unconscious and to the piivileged position of
scxuality within the dewelopment of the human ,ib1.it, the way
rn which many post-Freudians have elaborated tireir theories
rrltimately reduces or distorts the significance even of these
f urda.mental postulates. -fo Lacan most current psychoanalytic
rhinking is tangled rp in popular ideologies and ih,r, missesihe
r cv.olutionary nature of Freud's work and replicates what it is its
t.rsk to expose: psychoanalysis should not subscribe to ideas
.rb.ut how men and women do or should live as sexually diG
It'rcntiated beings, but instead it should analyse how thev .o-.
to be such beings in the first place.

[.acan's work has always to be seen within the context of a
r wo.-pronged polemic. Most simply he took on, sometimes by
.xplicit, named reference, more oft.n by indirect insult or im-
l'lrcetion, almost all analysts of note since Freud. Both inter-
rr.rtionally and within France, Lacan's history was one ofrepeated

'rstitutional conflict and ceaseless opposition to .ttrblirh.d
'r('ws. Outside France his targets were the theories of American
,l'rrr.inated ego-psychology, of Melanie Klein and of object-
rr ' l , rr ions analysts, l  most notably, Bal int,  Fairbairn "and
w rrrrricott. Lecan was more kindly disposed to the clinical
rr^rghrs of some than he was towaids thore of others but he
,.r pitrcd that they are all guilty of misunderstanding and debasing
r lrc thcory inaugurated by Freud.

: lt ts tmPortant to keep-psychoanalytic object-relations theory distinct from
l".r t l ro logical  or  sociological  accounts to which i t  might bear sorne super-
t r r  r . r l  rcscmblance. The'object ' in quest ion is,  of  course, the human obj" . t ;
I ' r t r ,  t t ) t ) re important ly,  i t  is  i ts  internal isat ion by the subject  that  is  the issie at
" t ' rkt ' .  l t  is  never only an actual  object  but  also always the fantasies of  i t ,  that
"lr.rPc it as an internal 

lmgse fbr the subject. Object-relations rheory origi-
, ,  r r . r l  . rs an at tcmpt to shi f t  psychoanalysis away f .om. one-pcrson to a two-
l ' ' |  r \ ( ) t r  theory stressing that there is always a relat ionship Letween at  least
r \ \ , '  l ) ( ' ( )p lc.  In objcct-rc lat ions theory thc objcct  is  act ive in relat ion ro t l - re
'111r;r ' t t  who is formed in complex interact ion wi th i t .  This contrasts wi th
I  r ,  . ru 's : rccount of  the objcct ,  sce p.  31 bclow.
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The second prong of Lacan's polemic relates to a mistake he

felt Freud himielf initiated: paradoxically, while chcrishing thc

wounds ofhis rejection by a lay and medical public, Freud strove

to be easily undlrstood. The preposterous difficulty of l.aca.n's

style is a challenge to easy comprehension, to the popularisation

and secularisation of psychoarralysis as it has occurred most

notably in North America. Psychoanalysis should aim to show

us that we do rrot krrow those things we think we do; it therefore

cannot assault our popular conceptions by using the very idiom it

is iptended to confront; a challenge to ideology cannot rest oll a

linguistic appeal to that same ideology. Th. dominant ideology

of ioday, 
"t  

i l* t t  ofthe t ime and placervhen psychoanalysis was

establis'hed, is humanism. Humanism believes that man is at the

centre of his own history and of himselfi he is a subject more or

less in control of his own actiotls, exercising choice. Humanistic
psychoanalytic practice is in _danger of seeing the patient as

io-.on. who his lost control and a sense of a real or true self

(identity) and it aims to help regain these. The matter and marlner

of all Lacan's work challenges this notion of the human subject:

there is uone such. In the sentetrce structure of most of his publi

addresses and of his written style the grammatical subject rs

either absent or shifting of, at most, only passively cotrstructcd.
At this level, the difficulty of Lacan's style could be said to mirro

his theory.
The humanistic conception of mankind assumes that the su

ject exists from the beginning. At lcast by- implication .eg
psychologists, object-relations theorists and Kleinians ba

ih.mr"lrrlt ott the iamc premise. Fbr this reason, Lacau considc
that in the last analysis, they are more ideologues than theorists <l

psychoanalysis. In the Freud that Lacall uses, ncither the ttnco
-  c-  ^-_ ^L^-_ _.

ici,ous llor sexuality can in any degree be pre-given facts, they ar

cotrstruct ions;  that  is  they are objects wi th histor ies arrd t l rc

human subject itself is only formed within these histories. lt is

this history of the human subject in i ts gencral i ty (htrrrt :r t t

history) and its particularity (the specific life of the individual) ;r

it mariifests itsclf itr utrcotrsciotts fantasy li[c, that psychoanalysi
traces. This immediately establ ishes the framework withtt t
which the whole question of fcnrale scxuality carr be trnderst()(xl.
As Freud put i t :  ' ln conformity with i ts pecul iar naturc, psyclt t
analysis dies trot try to dcscribc wl 'rat a wontan is - that rvotr l t l  I
a task i t  could scarcely pcrforrn -  but  scts about c l tqLl i r i l l t l  / t r r l l '
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comes into being' (Freud, xxu, 1933, p. 116: italics added).
Lacan dedicated himself to reorienting psychoanalysis to its

task of deciphering the ways in which the human subject is con-
structed - how it comes into being - out of the small human
animal. It is because of this aim that Lacan offered psychoanalytic
theory the new science of linguistics which he developed and
:rltered in relation to the concept of subjectivity. The human
.rnimal is born into language and it is within the terms of
language that the human subject is constructed. Language does
not arise from within the individual, it is always out there in the
world outside, lying in wait for the neonate. Language always
'bclongs' to another person. The human subject is created from a
gcneral law that comes to it from outside itself and through the

'pcech of other people, though this speech in its turn must relate
to the general law.

Lacan's human subject is the obverse of the humanists'. His
srrbject is not an entity with an identity, but a being created in the
f issure of a radical split. The identity that seems to be that of the
rrrbject is in fact a mirage arising when the subject forms an image
.'l ' itself by identifying with others' perception of it. When the
htrman baby learns to say 'me' and 'I ' it is only acquiring these
,lcsignations from someone and somewhere else, from the world
rvhich perceives and names it. The terms are not constants in
lr,rrmony with its own body, they do not come from within itself
I'rrt from elsewhere. Lacan's humatr subject is not a'divided self'
t I .ring) that in a different society could be made whole, but a self
.r'hich is only actually and necessarily created within a split - a
lrr'urg that can only conceptualise itself when it is mirrored back
r' rtself from the position of another's desire. The unconscious
rr'lrt 'rc the subject is not itself, where the 'I ' of a dream can be
r.nrcone else and the object and subject shift and change places,
lrr'.u'S perpetual witness to this primordial splitting.

It is here too, within the necessary divisions that language
unl)()ses on humans, that sexuality must also find its place. The
l,'\ '. 'hoanalytic notion that sexual wishes are tabooed and hence
,r lrrt'sSCd into the unconscious is frequently understood in a
,,,r llvlegical sense (Malinowski, Reich, Marcuse . . .). The impli-
. rr r( )n is that a truly permissive society would not forbid what is
,r.\\ ' scXUally taboo and it would thus liberate men and women
tl,nr the sense that they are alienated from their own sexuality.
llrrt .rqailrst such prevalent notions, Lacan states that desire itself,
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t hcir first object: the mother. In fantasy this means having the
Phallus which is the object of the mother's desire (the phallic
Phase). This position is forbidden (the castrarion complex) and
rhe differentiation of the sexes occurs. The castration complex
t'rrds the boy's oedipus complex (his love for his morher)-and
nreugurates for the girl the one that is specifically hers: she will
t rensfer her object love to her father who seems to have the
Phallus and identify with her mother who, to rhe girl's fury, has
rr.t. Henceforth the girl will desire ro have the phallus and the
Irry will struggle to represent it. For this reason, for both sexes,
r his is the insoluble desire of their lives and, for Freud, because its
.rrtire point is precisely to be insoluble, it is the bedrock beneath
rvhich psychoanalysis cannot reach. Psychoanalysis cannot give
rlrt' human subject that which it is its fate, as the condition of its
..rrlr.jccthood, to do without:

At no other point in one's analytic work does one suffer more
tr.m an oppressive feeling that all one's repeated efforts have
lrccn in vain, and from a suspicion that one has been'preaching
to the winds', than when one is trying to persuade a woman to
.rbandon her wish for a penis on the ground of its being un-
rt ' ;r l izable. (Freud, xxt l l ,  1937, p.252)

I hcre was great opposition to Freud's concept of the girl 's
;,h.rll ic phase and to the significance he eventually gave to the
. r\ tr .r t ion complex. Lacan returns to the key concept of the
,lr lr.rtc, to the castration complex and, within its terms, the
,rrr ' .rrr inB of the phallus. He takes them as the bedrock of sub-
pr , r n'itI itself and ofthe place of sexuality within it. The selection
,,f tlrt ' phallus as the mark around which subjectivity and
rr rrr.rlity are constructed reveals, precisely, that they are con-
*r'r rt'tl, in a division which is both arbitrary and alienating. In
I r, rtr's reading of Freud, the threat of castration is not some-
rhr,;'. r lrat has been done to an already existent girl subject or that
,..ulrl bc done to an already existent boy subject; it is, as it was for
I  r ,  r r r l ,  what 'makes' the gir l  a gir l  and the boy a boy, i r r  a div is ion
rlrrr r . .  l roth essential and precarious.

I lrr rlucstion of the castration complex split psychoanalysts.
l l ,  r  l r .  r inrc ofthe great debate in the mid-twenties, the issue was
[!,,'r, rl .rr the nature offemale sexuality but underlying that are the
1,. , ' , , l r r rg disagreements on castrat ion anxiety.  In fact  a l l  sub-
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and with it, sexual desire, can only exist by virtue of its I
alienation. Freud describes how the baby can be observed to I
hallucinate the milk that has been withdrawn from it and the I
infant to play throwing-away games to overcome the trauma of I
its mothel's necessary departures. Lacan uses these instances to I
show that the object that is longed for only comes into existence I
as dn object when it is lost to the baby or infant. Thus any satis- |
faction that might subsequently be attained will always contain I
this loss within it. Lacan refers to this dimension as'desire'. The I
baby's need can be met, its demand responded to, but its desire I
only exists because of the initial failure of satisfaction. Desire I
p.tiirtt as an effect of a primordial absence and it therefore I
indicates that, in this area, there is something fundamentally I
impossible about satisfaction itself. It is this Process that, to I
Laian, lies behind Freud's statement that'We must reckon with I
the possibility that something in the nature of the sexual instinct I
itselT is unfavourable to the realisation of complete satisfaction' I
(Freud, xl, 191 2, pp. 188-9). I

This account of sexual desire led Lacan, as it led Freud, to his I
adamant rejection of any theory of the difference between the I
sexes in terms of pre-given male or female entities which com- |
plete and satisfy each other. Sexual difference can onl-y be the I
consequence of a division; without this division it would cease to I
exist. 

'But 
it must exist because no human being can become a I

subject outside the division into two sexes. One must take up a I
position as either a man or a woman. Such a position is by tto I
h..nr identical with one's biological sexual characteristics, nor is I
it a position of which one can be very confident - as the psych"- |
analytical experience demonstrates I

The question as to what created this diflbrence between the I
sexes was a central debate among psychoanalysts in the twentics I
and thirties. Lacan returned to this debate as a focal point for I
what he considered had gone wrong with psychoanalytic theory I
subsequently. Again Lacan underscored and reformulated ,hq I
position that Freud took up in this debate. Freud always insistcd I
that it was the presence or absence of the phallus and nothinll cllc I
that marked the distinction between the sexes. Others disagreed, I
Retrospectively the key concept of the debate becomes trattr- |
parently clear: it is the castration complex. In Freud's eventurl I
schema, the little boy and the little girl initially share the srrrtc I
sexual history which he terms 'masculine'. They start by desiri"l
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sequent work on female sexuality and on the construction of
sexual difference stems from the various places accorded ro the
concept of the castration complex. [t stands as the often silent
centre of all the theories that flourished in the decades before the
war; the effects of its acceptance or rejection are still being felt.

The arguments on female sexuality are usually referred to as
the 'Freud-Jones debate'. In the presentation that follows I have
not adhered to the privileging of Jones's work. This is partly
because it is the subject of a detailed examination in one of the
texts translated here (P, pp. 99-122); but more importanrly be-
cause the purpose of my selection is to draw attentiorl to the
general nature of the problem and present Freud's work from the
perspective to which Lacan returns. I shall leave asidc details of
diffcrences between analysts; rank those otherwise diffbrent on
thc samc side; onri t  the argumcnts of any analyst, major or
minor, whose contribution in this area does not affect the general
proposition - the sclcction will seem arbitrary from any view-
point other than this one. Individual authors on the same side
diffcr fronr ollc another, are inconsistent with themselves or
change their minds, but these factors fade before the more
fundamcntal division around the concept of castration. In the
final analysis the debate relates to the question of the psycho-
arralyt ic undcrstanding both of sexuali ty and of the unconscious
and brings to the fore issues of the relationship between psycho-
analysis and biology and sociolop;y. Is i t  biology, environnrenral
influence, object-relations or the castratior-r complex that makes
for the psychological distirrction betweerr the sexes?

Freud, and Lacan after him, are both accuscd of producing
phallocentric theories - of taking man as the norm and woman as
wlrat is different therefrom. Fretrd's opponerlts arc concerrred to
right the balance and develop theories that explain how men and
wonlcrl irr thcir psychoscxuality arc r-qual but differenr. To both
Freud and Lacan their task is not to producejustice but to explain
this dif fc 'rcr lcc which to thenr uscs, not thc rnan, but thc phal lus
to which the rnan has to lay claim, as i ts key terrn. tsut i t  is
bccausc Frcttd's posit ion orr ly clcarly bccarnc this irr  his latcr
work that Lacan insists we have to 're-read i t ' ,  giving his thcory
thc signif icancc and cohcrorcc which otherwise i t  lacks.

Although Lacan takes no rlore of it, there is, in facr, much in
Freud's carly work, writ tcn long bcfore thc great dctratc' ,  that
later analysts could use as a start ing-point fbr their descript ions of
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r lr .  cqual, paral lel  development of the sexes. Divisions within
rv ritings on the subject since, in many ways, can be seen in terms
. rl tl-ris original divergence within Freud's own work.

ljreud's work on this subject can be divided into two periods.
lrr thc first phase what he had ro say about female sexualiiy arises
rrr the context of his defence of his theory of the fact and the
rnr[)ortance of infantile sexuality in gener.l b.fo.. a public he
r,rrsidered hostile to his discoveries. This first phase strerches
Irrnr the 1890s to somewhere berween 1916 ind 1919. The
st'r'r)nd phase lasts from 1920 until his final work published post-
lrrrrrrously in 1940. I '  this second period he is ioncerned with
, ' l , rborating 

-and defending his undersranding of sexuali ty in
rt'l;rtion to the particular question of the nature of the difference
l,t'tweerr the sexer: By this time what he wrote was part of a
, l rst-r-rssion within the psychoanalytic movement itself.

In the first phase there is a major contradiction in Freud's work
rvhich was nev.er brought out into the open. It was immensely
rrrrPortant for the later theories of female sexuality. In this period
l'rcud's few explicit ideas about female sexuality revolve aiound
lrrs references to the oedipus complex. The essence of the
t )cdipus complex is first menrioned in his published writings in a
l'.rssirrg reference to Oedipus Rex in The Interpretation of Dreams
rl()(x)),  in 1910 i t  is named as the oedipus complex andly lglg,
r'rthout much theoretical but wi-th a great deal of clinical expan-
\r()r'r (most notably in the case of Little Hans), it has become the
trr11pd2gi6p stone of psychoanalysis. The part icular ways in
r'lrich the oedipus complex appears and is resolved characierise
,lrli i 'rcnt rypel of normality and pathology; its event and
r.r.lution explain the human subject and human desire. But the
t )r'tl ipus complex of this early period is a simple set of relation-
'.lrrPs in which the child desires the parent of th-e opposite sex and
t'r' ls hostile rivalry for the one of the same sex as iiself There is a
rvrrunetrical correspondence in the history of the boy and the
11rr l .  Thus in 'Fragment of  an Analysis of  a Case of  Hyster ia '
l()05) Freud writes: 'Distinct traces are probably to be found in

'rrsr peop_le 9f q early partiality of this kind - on the parr of a
, l .rrrshter for her father, or on the part of a son for his mother'
I r t 'rrd, vrr, 1905, p. 56), and the entire manifest interpretation of

l r.r':r's hysteria is in terms of her infantile oedipal l,ove for her
trr l r t ' r ,  and his subst i tute in the present,  Herr  K.  or,  in 'Delu-
. 1, r f  r  \  ;rrrd I)reams in Jenserr 's cradiua' :  ' i t  is the gerreral rule for a
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normally constituted girl to turn her affection towards her father

in the fiist instance' (Fieud, Ix, 1906t7, p. 33). And so on. At the

root of Freud's assigning parallel Oedipal roles to girls and.boys

lies a notion of a naiuralind normative heterosexual attraction; a

notion which was to be re-assumed by many psychoanalysts

later. Here, in Freud's early work, it is as though the concept of

an Oedipus comPlex - of a fundamental wish for incest - was so

radical that if one was to argue at all for the child's incestuous

desires then at least these had better be for the Parent of the

opposite sex. Thus it was because Freud had to defend his thesis

oi^irrf.rrtile incestuous sexuality so strenuously against both

external opposition and his own reluctance to- accept the idea,

that the 't .ty radicalism of the concePt of the Oedipus complex

acted as a conservative 'stopper' when it came to understanding

the difference between the sexes. Here Freud's position is a con-

ventional one: boys will be boys and love women' girls will be

girls and love men. Running counter, however, to the normative

implications of sexual symmetry i" the Oedipal situation are

serre.al themes. Most importantly there is both the structure and

the argument of th e Three Essays on the Theory of Se.xualfry (1905).

Lacanreturns to this work reading the concept ofthe sexual drive

that he finds latent there through the light shed on it in Freud's

later paper on'Inst incts and Their Vicissitudes' (1915).

The Three Essays is the revolutionary founding work for th

psychoanalytic concept of sexuality. Freud starts the book with

.h"pt.tt on sexual aberration. He uses homosexualiry to dem

rtt"t. that for the sexual drive there is no natural, automati

object; he uses the perversions to show that it has no fixed aim.

AJnormality is itself an 'ideal fiction' and there is no qualitative

distinction between abtrormality and normality, innate factor

cannot account for the situation and any notion of the drive as

simply innate is therefore untenable. What this means is that the

,rttde.tttnding of the drive itself is at stake. The drive (or

'instinct' in the Standard Edition translation), is something on

the border between the mental and the physical. Later Freud

formulated the relationship as one in which the somatic urge

delegated its task to a psychical rePresentative. In his Paper' 'The

I.Jnconscious', he wrote:

An instinct can never become an object of consciousness - onl

the idea that represents the instinct can. Even in the un
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scious, moreover, aninstinct cannot be represented otherwise
than by an idea . . . . When we nevertheless speak of an un-
conscious instinctual impulse or of a repressed instinctual
impulse . . . we can only mean an instinctual impulse the idea-
tional representative of which is unconscious. (Freud, xtv,
1915, p.  177)

I'here is never a causal relationship between the biological urge
,rnd its representative: we cannot perceive an activity and deduce
lrchind it a corresponding physical motive force. The sexual
,lrive is never an entity, it is polymorphous, its aim is variable, its
rrlrject contingent. Lacan argues that the Three Essays demon-
rtrlte that Freud was already aware that for mankind the drive is
,rlrrrost the opposite of an animal instinct that knows and gets its
r.rtisfying object. On the other hand, object-relations theorists
. orrtend that Freud suggested that the sexual drive was a direct
.trtgrowth of the first satisfyirg relationship with the mother; it
r t 'pcats the wish to suck or be held. The baby thus has a first'part-
, rlr jcct' in the breast and later an object in the mother whom it will
l, 'vc pre-Oedipally and then as a'whole object'Oedipally. Later
r lrt' sexual drive of the adult will seek out a substitute for this
.r lrrch, if it is good enough, can and will satisfy it.

f 'lrough the lack of clarity in some parts of the Three Essays
,.rrld, perhaps, be held responsible for this diversity of inter-
l,r('t.rtion and for the new dominant strand of humanism that
I rt:ur deplores, yet there is absolutely nothing within the essays
rlr.rt is compatible with any notion of natural heterosexual
rrrr.rction or with the Oedipus complex as it is formulated in
I r,'rrtl 's other writing ofthis period. The structure and content of
rlrr' ' l 'hree Essays erodes any idea of normative sexuality. By
,h',ltrt'tion, if no heterosexual attraction is ordained in nature,
r lrr ' r t 'can be no genderised sex-there cannot at the outset be a
,rrrlt ' or female person in a psychological sense.

lrr thc- case of 'Dora', Freud assumed that had Dora not been an
lyrrcric she would have been naturally attracted to her suitor,
I l, r r K, just as she had been attracted to her father when she was a
,'rr.rll t 'hild. In other words, she would have had a natural female
r t1 111P111; complex. But the footnotes, written subsequently, tell
rrr'1111.1 story: Dora's relationship to her father had been one not
.r,lv ol attraction but also of identification with him. In terms of

trr t \t 'xrral desire, Dora is a man adoring a woman. To ascribe the

I
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situation to Dora's hysteria would be to beg the whole founding
question of psychoanalysis. Hysteria is not produced by 1ty
innate disposition. It follows that if Dora can have a masculine
identification there can be no natural or automatic heterosexual
drive.

Until the 1920s Freud solved this problem by his notion of
bisexuality. 'Bisexuality' l ikewise enabled him to avoid what
would otherwise have beerr too blatant a contradiction in his
position: thus he argued that the too neat parallelism of the boy's
lnd girl 's Oedipal situations, the dilemma of Dora, the presence
of homosexuality, could all be accounted for by the fact that the
boy has a bit of the female, the girl of the male. This saves the
Oedipus complex from the crudity of gender determinism - but
at a piice. If, as Freud insists, the notion ofbisexuality is not to be
a purely biological one, whence does it arise? Later analysts who
largely preserved Freud's early use of the term, did relate bi-
sexuality to the duplications of anatomy or based it on simple
identification: the boy partly identified with the mother, the girl
partly with the father. For Freud, when later he reformulated the
Oedipus complex, 'bisexuality' shifted its meaning and came to
stand for the very uncertainty of sexual division itself.

Without question during this first period, Freud's position is
highly contradictory. His discovery of the Oedipus complex led
him to assume a natural heterosexuality. The rest of his work
argued against this possibility as the very premise of a psycho-
analytic understanding of sexuality. There is no reference to the
Oedipus complex or the positions it assumes in the Three Essays
and by this omission he was able to avoid recognising the con-
tradiction within his theses, though the essays bear its mark
within some of the corrfusing statemerrts they contain.

By about 1915 i t  seems that Freud was aware that his theory of
the Oedipus complex and of the nature of sexuality could not
satisfactori ly explain the difference betweetr the sexes. Frcud

never explicitly stated his difficulties (as he did in other areas
work), but in 1915, he added a series of footnotes to the Tlvce
Essays which are almost al l  about the problem of defining mas-
culinity and femininity. Other writers - notablyJ.rttg -had taken
Freud's ideas on the Oedipus complex as they were expressed at
the time, to their logical conclusion and in establishing a
definite parity between the sexes had re-named the girl 'r
Oedipal conflict, the Electra complex. Whether or not it was thir
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rr urk - Freud rejected the Electra complex from the outset - or
rr lrcther it was the dawning awareness of the unsatisfactory
n.rrrrrc of his own position that provoked Freud ro re-think the
r\\uc cannot be established; but something made him look more
nrtt'nsively at the question of the difference between the sexes.

( )rre concept, also added in 1915 to the Three Essays, marks
lroth the turning point in Freud's own understanding of the
,lrllc'rences between men and women, and also the focal point of
rlrc conflict that emerges between his views and those of most
,'tlrcr analysts on the question. This concept is the castration
r , ,n lp lex.

I )urinB the first phase of Freud's work we can see the idea of
tlrt' castration complex gradually gain momentum. It was dis-
, u\scd in 'On the Sexual Theories of Children' (1908), crucially
rrrrpt>rtant in the analysis of Little Hans (1909), yet when he
rvr ote 'On Narcissism: An Introduction' in 1914 Freud was stil l
rnrt'crtain as to whether or not it was a universal occurrence. But
rrr l()15 it starts to assume a larger and larger part. By 1924, in the
l'.rPcr on 'The Dissolution of the Oedipus Complex' the castra-
nr)rr complex has emerged as a central concept. In his auto-
f rrrrgraphy of 1925, Freud wrote: 'The castration complex is of the
I'r.rlbundest importance in the firrmation alike of character and
,,1 rrcurosis' (Freud, XX, 1925, p. 37). He made it the focal point of
rlrt' :rcquisition of culture; it operates as a law whereby men and
\\'()nren assume their humanity and, inextricably bound rp with
rlrrs, it gives the human meaning of the distinction between the
r r ' \CS.

I'he castration complex in Freud's writings is very closely
, ' ,nr)ected with his interest in man's prehistory. It is unnecessary
r r, 1'1ls111srate Freud's dubious anthropological reconstructions in
rlrrs field; what is of relevance is the importance he gave to an
t t,t ' ttt in man's personal and social history. It is well known that
l,r'lore he recognised the significance of fantasy and of infantile
r. r rralit), Freud believed the tales his hysterical patients told him
,'t rhcir seductions by their fathers. Although Freud abandoned
r lrr' particular event of paternal seduction as either likely or, more
lrrporttot, causative, he retained the notion of an event, pre-
l,rsrorical or actual. Something intruded from without into the
,lrrlt l 's world. Something that was not innate but came from
.,rr ls ide,  f rom history or prehistory.  This 'event 'was to be the
; ' . r t  t ' r r ra l  threat of  castrat ion.

13
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That the castration complex operates as an external event, a
law, can be seen too from a related pr€occupation of Freud's.
Some time around 7976, Freud became interested in the ideas
Lamarck. This interest is most often regarded, with condescen-
sion, as an instance of Freud's nineteenth-century scientific
anachronism. But in fact by 1916 Lamarck was already out-
moded and it is clear that Freud's interest arose not from
ignorance but from the need to account for something that he
observed but could not theorise. The question at stake was: how
does the individual acquire the whole essential history of being
human within the first few short years of its life? Lamarckian
notions of cultural inheritance offered Freud a possible solution
to the problem. In rejecting the idea of cultural inheritance,
Freud's opponents may have been refusing a false solution but in
doing so they missed the urgency of the question and thereby
failed to confront the problem of how the child acquires so early
and so rapidly its knowledge of human law. Karen Horney's
'culturalist' stress - her emphasis on the influence of society - was
an attempt to put things right, but it failed because it necessitated
an implicit assumption that the human subject could be set apa
from societv and was not constructed solelv within it: the chil
and society were separate entities mutually affecting each other.
For Horney there are men and women (boys and girls) alread
there; in this she takes for granted exactly that which she inten
to explain.

Freud's concept of the castration complex completely shift
the implications ofthe Oedipus complex and altered the meanin
of bisexuality. Before the castration complex was given its fi
significance, it seems that the Oedipus complex dissolv
naturally, a passing developmental stage. Once the castrati
complex is postulated it is this alone that shatters the Oedipu
complex. The castration complex institutes the superego as i
representative and as representative thereby ofthe law. Toget
with the organising role of the Oedipus complex in relation to
desire, the castration complex governs the position of eac
person in the triangle of father, mother and child; in the way i
does this. it embodies the law that founds the human order itself.
Thus the question of castration, of sexual difference as t
product of a division, and the concept of an historical a
symbolic order, all begin, tentatively, to come together. It is
their interdependence that Lacan bases his theories in the tex
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r lr.rt follow.
when Freud started to elevate the con'cept of castration to its

r hcoretical heights, resistance started. It seems that infantile
.r'xtrality and the Oedipus complex were unpalatable ideas for
nr;rny outside the psychoanalytical movement, yet it would
rl)pcar that there was something even more inherently un-
.rt'ccptable about the notion of a castration complex and what it
.rssumed in the girl child, penis envy, even for psychoanalysts.
Alter this point, Freud's emphasis on the importance of the
r.rstrution complex comes not only from his clinical observa-
u()ns, his growing awareness of the contradictions of his own
rvork, his increasing interest in the foundations of human
hrstor|, but to e degree as e response to the work of his
r ol leagues.

l-ou Andreas-Salom6, van Ophuijsen, then Karl Abraham and
Arrguste Starcke inl92l initiate the response to the notion. Franz
Alcxander, Otto Rank, Carl Mtiller-Braunschweig, andJosine
Mtiller continue it until the names that are more famous in this
t ont€Xt Karen Horney, Melanie Klein, Lampl-de Groot,
I lr'lene Deutsch, Ernest Jones - are added in the mid-twenties
.rrrd thirties. others join in: Fenichel, Rado, Marjorie Brierley,
f .:rn Rividre, Ruth Mack Brunswick, but by 1935 the positions
Ir.rve clarified and the terms of the discussion on sexual dif-
f t'rcnces do not change importantly, though the content that goes
r.r fi l l out the argument does so.

Karl Abraham's work is crucial. He died before the great
,lt'bate was in full flow, but his ideas, though often not acknow-
k'rlged, were central to it - not least because most of Freud's
.frporents believed that Abraham's views were representative of
l rcud's. As Abraham is ostensibly amplifying Freud's work and
rvriting in support of the concept of the castration complex, this
\\'.rs an understandable but completely mistaken assumption. In
rhcir letters Freud and Abraham are always agreeing most
1'.litely with one another and this makes it rather hard ro
r'ltrcidate the highly significant differences between them. onc
.lrlfc'rence is that Freud argues that girls envy the phallus, Karl
A braham believes that both sexes in parallel fashion fcar
,.rstration - which he describes as lack of sexual potency.2 In

' 
'fhis difference was to be taken further by other writers, most notably by
l:rnestJones who in arguing against the specif ici ty of phal l ic castrat ion ;rrrr l
lirr the general fear of an extinction of sexual desire, coined the tcrnr
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Abraham's thesis, boys and girls - because they are already
different - respond differently to an identical experience; in Freud
the same experience distinguishes them. By implication for
Abraham, but not for Freud, by the time of the castration
complex there must already be'boys'and'gir ls ' .  This important
distinction apart, the real divergence between Abraham's
arguments and those of Freud can best be glimpsed through the
shift of emphasis. In the work of both writers incest is taboo
('castratior'); but only for Freud must there be someone around
to forbid it: prohibition is in the air.

In Freud's work, with its emphasis on the castration complex
as the source of the law, it is the father who already possesses the
mother, who metaphorically says 'no'to the child's desires. The
prohibition only comes to be meaningful to the child because
there are people - females - who have been castrated in the par-
ticular terte that they are without the phallus. It is only, in oiher
words, through 'deferred action' that previous experiences such
as the sight of female genitals become significant. Thus, for
Freud, contained within the very notion of the castration
complex is the theory that other experiences and perceptions
only take their meaning from the law for which it stands. In
Abraham's work, to the contrary, the threat of castration arises
fronr an actual perception that the child makes about a girl 's
body: no one intervenes, there is no prohibiting father whose
threat is the utterance of a law; here it is the'real' inferiority of the
female genitals that once comprehended initiates the cornplex in
both sexes.

Here, however, within Freud's work, we come across e
further and most impclrtant contradiction; it was one he did not
have time fully to resolve. It is a contradiction that explains
subsequent readings of Abraham's and Freud's work as co-
incident. Freud is clear that the boy's castration complex arises

aphanis i . t  to cover his idca. Tlr is r rot iorr  is  r rot  dcvclopcd i r r  Abraharn's work
but i t  c l id,  however,  set  a future t rend. Lacan returns to i t ,  arguing thatJoncs
so ncar ly hi t  thc t r tark that  h is fa i lurc is thc morc grorcsquc for his ncrr-
i r ts ig l r t .  To Lacatt ,  aphanis is rc latcs to thc csscrr t ia l  c l iv is ion of  thc subjcct
wl tcrcas,  l rc wr i tcs,Jorrcs ' tn istook i t  for  sorrrcthirrg rat l rcr  abstrrd,  thc fcar of
sccir tg dcsirc disappc'ar.  Now aphanis is is to bc s i tuatcd in a nrorc radical  w:ry
at  thc lcvcl  at  which thc subjcct  manifc 'sts hirnscl f  in th is movcrncnr I  dcscr i t rc
as lcthal .  I r t  a qui tc di f fercnt  way, I  havc cal lcd th is movcrrrcrr t  thc. f id inq of  t l r t
strbjcct . '  'Thc subjcct  . lppcars on thc orrc s idc '  as rncanins arrc l  on thc othcr r t
ladiw -  d isappcarancc (SXI,  pp.  189, 199, pp.207-8,  218).
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f r.rr the penis being given significance from the father's pro-
lrrlrrtion; but sometimes he suggests that the girl 's penis envy
, .nrcS from a simple perception that she makes; she sees the
rr r url penis, realises it is bigger and better and wants one. Clearly
.rr, h inequity in girls' and boys' access to meaning is untenable:

'r hy should the girl have a privileged relationship ro an under-
,r.rr(ling of the body? In fact there is evidence that Freud was
| \\'.r rc of the discrepancy in his account; his published statements
r,'.(l to be confusing, but in a letter he wrote:'the sight of the
I'r'rns and its function ofurination cannot be the motive, only the
rrrl ',rlcr of the child's envy. However, no one has stated this'
I r t 'rrd, 1,935,1971, p.329). LJnfortunately neither Freud nor any

rrrl,scquent analyst stated this clearly enough in their published
\\  r  tu l tgS.

I r t'ud referred to Abraham's article on the female castration
,,'f nPlex (1920) as 'unsurpassed'. But absolutely norhing in the
rlrr' 'rctical framework of Freud's writing confirmed Abraham's
;'r'rrpr'6tlvs. Freud certainly talks of the woman's sense of
,,rt1.rrr-inferiority'but this is never for him the motiue for the
, rrtr;rtion complex or hence for the dissolution of the Oedipus
,,'nrl)lcx; it is therefore not causative of female sexuality, femi-
,r rr rn v or neurosis. For Freud the absence of the penis in women is
.r,nrficant only in that it makes meaningful the father's pro-
lrrlrrrron on incestuous desires. In and of itselfi the female body
.rr rrlr('r indicates nor initiates anything. The implication of the
,lrllt 'rcnt stress of Freud and Abraham is very far-reaching. If, as
.', Alrraham's work, the actual body is seen as a motivefor the
''n\rrtution of the subject in its male or female sexuality, then an
hrrrorical or symbolic dimension to this constitution is pre-
, lrr.lt 't l. Freud's intention was to establish that very dimension as
rfrr 'rr,(' qua non of the construction of the human subject. It is on
rlrr,. ,l imension that Lacan bases his entire account of sexual
l r l l r ' r  ( .ncc.

f t I reud considered that the actual body of the child on its own

'r r r I r rclcvant to the castration complex, so too did he repeatedly
,r1,( '  that  the actual  s i tuat ion of  the chi ld,  the presence or
rl,,.r 'nt ( ' of the father, the real prohibit ion against masturbation
..,,1 rrr ()n, could be insignificant compared with the ineffable
{, . " . ( 'n( 'c of  a symbol ic threat ( the 'event ' )  to which one is
r , ,  \ r r . r t r ly  subjected as the pr ice of  being hunran. Unable to
f '  , '  l 'r t lrc notion of cultural inheritance, other analysts, agreeing
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,.rstration complex could use it as a model. Freud's account is

'('rroactive: fearing phallic castration the child may 'recollect'
I'rcvious losses, castration gives them their relevance. In the
,'rlrt:r accounts it is these separations that make castration
rclt'vant; here the scheme is prospective: early losses make the
, lrrld fear future ones. For Freud, history and the psychoanalytic
, r ltcrience is always a reconstruction, a retrospective account:
rlrt' human subject is part of such a history. The other
.'\l)lanations make him grow developmentally. If one takes
,.rstration itself back to the womb, then the human subject was
rlrrrc from the outset and it can only follow that what makes him
f'\ychotic, neurotic or 'normal' is some arbitrarily selected
, r'nstitutional factor or some equally arbitrary environmental
, \ l)crience.

( )nce more, Lacan underlines and reformulates Freud's posi-
tff ,fr. The castration complex rs the instance of the humanisation
,'f thc child in its sexual difference. Certainly it rejoins other
rr'\ 't 'rrrrces, in fact it gives them their meaning. If the specific
rrrrrk of the phallus, the repression of which is the institution of
rlrr' law, is repudiated then there can only be psychosis. To Lacan
rll other hypotheses make nonsense of psychoanalysis. For him
rlrcy once again leave unanswered the question whence the sub-
1'r t originates, and, he asks, what has happened to the language
,rr,l social order that distinguishes him or her from other mam-
,rr.rls - is it to have no effbct other than a subsidiary one, or
Irrl sllxgisn? Above all, how can sexual difference be understood
* rrhin such a developmental perspective?

ll it is argued that there is nothing specific about the threat of
;'f r,rll ic castration; if birth, weaning, the formation of the outer
*.rrld are all castrations, then something else has to explain the
,lrf lt 'rence between the sexes. If castration is only one among
,'rlrt'r separations or is the same as the dread of the loss of sexual
,f'urc common to men and women alike (Jones's aphanisis),
rlrt'rr what distinguishes the two sexes? All the major con-
rr rlrrrrors to this field at this period, whether they supplemented
,f .pposed Freud, found the explanation in a biological pre-
lrr1''1r5isisn. This is the case with Freud's biologistic defender,
I lr' lcrrc Deutsch, as it is with his culturalist opponent, Karen
I  l r  r t  i lCy.

l lrc demoting of the castration complex from its key role in
rhr' t t)nStruction of sexual difference, and the subsequent reliance
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with Freud that an actual occurrence could not account for the
omnipresent castration anxiety they found in their clinical work, 1
had to look elsewhere for an explanation. In all cases, they con-l
sidered the castration complex not as sornething essential to the r
very construction of the human subject but as a fear that arises
from the internal experiences of a beling who is already, even ifl
only in a primitive form, constituted as a subject. As a 

-.""-i
sequence, ln none of these alternative theories can castration have ]
any fundamental bearing on sexual difference. I

Thus Starcke found the prevalence of castration anxiety in thel
loss of the nipple from the baby's mouth, so that daily weaningf
accounted for the universality of the complex. As a furtherl
instance he proposed the baby's gradual ability to see itself as l
distinct from the external world: 'The formation of the outerl
world is the original castration; the withdrawal of the nipplel
forms the root-conception of this' (Starcke, 1921, p. 180). Franzl
Alexander and Otto Rank took castration back to the babv's lossl
of the womb, which was once part of itself. Freud took up hisf
colleague's ideas on separation anxiety (as he ternred it) mostl
fully in Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety written in 1,925, but twol
years earlier he had added this footnote to the case of Little Hans:l

While recognizing al l  of these roots of the complex, I  havel
nevertheless put forward the view that the term 'castrationl
complex' ought to be confined to those excitations and con-l
sequences which are bound rrp with the loss of the penis. Anyl
one who, in analysing adults, has become convinced oi thel
invariable presence of the castration complex, will of course.l
find difhculty in ascribing its origin to a chance threat - of al
kind which is not, after all, of such universal occurrence; h{
will be driven to assume that children construct this danger forl
themselves out of the sl ightest hints. .  .  (Freud, x, 1.909, p. S,l
n2, 1923) 

|
I

T'herc is a fundamental dist inct ion between recognising thar rhel
castrat ion complex may refer back to other separations andl
actual ly seeing these separatiorls as castrat ions. To Freud thel
castration complex divided the sexes and thus made the humanl
being, human. But this is not to deny the imporrance of earl icr l
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,lrrcctly with the biological male and female, wrore of a
'rrr;rsculine and feminine id'. There is now not only an original
rrr:rsculinity and femininity but a natural heterosexuality. In
l')26, Karen Horney spoke of the'biological principle of hetero-
rcxurl attraction' and argued from this that the girl's so-called
rrr;rsculine phase is a defbnce against her primary feminine
.rnxiety that her father will violate her. Melanie Klein elaborated
thc increasingly prevalent notion that because of her primordial
rrrfantile feminine sexuality, the girl has an unconscious know-
h'tlge of the vagina. This naturalisr perspective, exemplified in
rlrc work of ErnestJones, posits a primary femininity for the girl
l'.rsed on her biological sex which then suffers vicissitudes as a
r t'sult of fantasies brought into play by the girl's relations to
, rtr jects. f'he theorists of this position do not deny Freud's notion
rh:rt the girl has a phallic phase, but they argue that it is only a
r r':rction-formation against her natural feminine attitude. It is a
rt'condzry formation, a temporary state in which the girl takes
rt'fuge when she feels her femininity is in danger. Just as the boy
rvith his natural maic valuation ofhis penis fears its castration, so
rhc girl with her natural femininity will fear the destruction ofher
rrrsides through her father's rape. The presence or absence of
r'.rrly vaginal sensations becomes a crucial issue in this context- a
r onteXt in which impulses themselves, in a direct and unme-
,lr:rted wt), produce psychological characteristics. Freud argued
\trcnuously against such a position. In a letter that, read in this
r t)nt€Xt, is not as cryptic as it at first appears, he wrote to Mtiller-
l f  raunschweig:

I object to all of you (Horney, Jones, Rado, etc.,) ro rhe extent
that you do not distinguish more clearly and cleanly between
what is psychic and what is biological, that you rry to establish
r neat parallelism between the two and that you, motivated by
such intent, unthinkingly construe psychic facts which are
unprovable and that you, in the process of doing so, must
cleclare as reactive or regressive much that without doubt is
primary. Of course, these reproaches must remain obscure. In
:rddition, I would only like to emphasize that we must keep
psychoanalysis separate from biology just as we have kept it
separate from anatomy and physiology . (Freud, 1935,
1971,p.329). . .
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on biological explanations, was accompanied by a further
change. In the mid-twenties the focus of discussion shifted and a
new epoch began. The crisis of the concept of the castration
complex may well have contributed to a change of emphasis
away from itself and towards a preoccupation with femalej
sexuality. When the well-known names associated with theJ
discussion - Horney, Deutsch, Lampl-de Groot, Klein, Jones I
join in, their concern is less with the construction of sexual
difference than it is with the nature of female sexuality. It is from
this t ime that we can date what has become known as the'greatr
debate'. The debate was to reach its peak when in 1935, Ernest]

Jones, invited to Vienna to give some lectures to elucidate the fastl
growing differences between British and Viennese psycho-.1
analysts,  chose as his f i rst  (and, as i t  turned out,  only)  topic, i
fernale sexuality. While female sexuality of course is central t{
our collcerns, we can see that something highly important wa{
lost in the change of emphasis. Retrospectively one can perceiv{
that the reference point is sti l l  the distinction between the sexe{
(the point of the castration complex) but by concentrating on th{
status and nature of female sexuality, it often happens that this i{
treated as an isolate, something independent of the distinctiod
that creates it. This tendency is confirmed within the theories o{
those opposed to Freud. The opposition to Freud saw the conl
cept of the castration complex as derogatory to women. Id
repudiating its terms they hoped both to elevate wonlen and t{
explain what women consisted of- a task Freud ruled as psycho.{
analytically out-of-bounds. But from now on analysts who cam{
in on Freud's s ide also saw their  work in th is way. Women, so td
speak, had to have something of their o!vn. The issue subtlf
shifts from vvhat distinguishes the sexes to what has each sex go{
of value that belongs to it alone. In this conrexr, and in th{
absencc of  the determining role of  the castrat ion complex,  i t  is l
inevitable that there is a return to the very biological explanationsi
from which Freud deliberately took his deparrure - where elsel
could that sonlething else be found? l

For Freud i t  is  of  course l lever a quest ion of  arguing that l
anatomy or biology is i r re levant,  i t  is  a quest ion of  assigning
them their  p lace. He gave thcm a place -  i t  was outsidc the f ie ld ofr
psychoanalyt ic enquiry.  Others put them f i rmly wi th in i t .  Thusl
Car l  Mul ler-Braunschweig,  assurnirrg,  as did others,  rhat  therc]
was an innate masculinity and femininity which corrc)spondedl

I
I
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However, there were those opponents ofFreud's position wh
did not want to lean too heavily or too explicitly on a biologica
explanation of sexual difference; instead they stressed the signifi
cance of the psychological mechanism of identification with i
dependence on an object. In both Freud's account and those
these object-relations theorists, after the resolution of t
Oedipus complex, each child hopefully identifies with the pa
of the appropriate sex. The explanations look similar - but
place accorded to the castration complex pushes them pol
apart. In Freud's schema, after the castration complex, boys an
girls will more or less adequately adopt the sexual identity of t
appropriate parent. But it is always only an adoption and
precarious one at that, as long 2go, Dora's 'inappropriate
paternal identification had proved. For Freud, identification wi
the appropriate parent ts a result of the castration complex whi
has already given the mark of sexual distinction. For oth
analysts, dispensing with the key role of the castration complex
identification (with a biological prop) is the cause of sexual dif,
ference. Put somewhat reductively, the position of these the
rists can be elucidated thus: there is a period when the girl is u
differentiated from the boy (for Klein and some others, this is t
boy's primary feminine phase) and hence both love and identifi
with their first object, the mother; then, as a result of h
biological sex (her femininity) and because her love has bee
frustrated on account of her biological inadequacy (she has n
got the phallus for her mother and never wil l have), the l itt le gi
enters into her own Oedipus complex and loves her father; s
then fully re-identifies with her mother and achieves her fu
feminine identitv.

It can be seen from this that the question of female sexualit
was itself crucial in the development of object-relations theory
This understanding of femininity pur a heavy srress on the fi
maternal relationship; the same emphasis has l ikewise charac
terised the whole subsequent expansion of object-relatio
theory. When the 'great debate' evaporated, object-relati
theorists concentrated attention on the mother and the sexuall
undifferentiated child, leaving the problem of sexual distincti
as a subsidiary that is somehow not bound up with rhe ver
formation of the subject. This is the price paid for the reorienra
t ion to the mother, and the neglect of the father, whose pr
hibit iorr in Freud's theory, alone can represent the mark tha
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,lrstinguishes boys and girls. The mother herself in these
r( counts has inherited a great deal of the earlier interest in female
tcxuality - her own experiences, the experiences of her, have
hccn well documented, but she is already constirured - in all her
rurcertainty . ls a female subject. This represents an interesting
.rvoidance of the question of sexual difference.

Freud acknowledged his serious inadequacies in the area ofthe
rtrother-child relationship. In fact his blindness was dictated not

'o much !y hir personal inclinations or his own masculinity - as
lrc and others suggested - but by the nature of psychoanalysis as
Irc conceived it. To Freud, if psychoanalysis is phallocentric, it is
bccause the human social order that it perceives refracted
rhrough the individual human subject is patrocentric. To dare,
rlre father stands in the position of the third term that mustbreak
the asocial dyadic unit of morher and child. VZe can see that this
third term will always need to be represented by something or
\omeone. Lacen returns to the problem, arguing that the relation
,rf mother and child cannot be viewed outside the structure
cstablish.-a Uy the position of the father. To Lacan, a theory that
rgnores the father or sees him embodied within the mother
(Klein) or through her eyes, is nonsense. There can be nothing
lluman that pre-exists or exists outside the law represented by the
l;rther; there is only either its denial (psychosisf or the fortunes
,rnd misfortunes ('normality' and neurosis) of its terms. Ulti-
rnately for Kleinian and non-Kleinian object-relations theorists
(despite the great differences between them) the distinction
between the sexes is not the result of a division but a facr that is
,rlready given; men and women, males and females, exist. There
rs no surprise here.

The debare with his colleagues also led Freud himself to make
\ome crucial reformulations. Again these can be said to stem
lrom his stress on the castration complex. Time and again in the
hst papers of his life he underscored its significance. In re-
rhinking his belief that the boy and the girl both had a phallic
Phase that was primary, and not, as others argued, reactive and
rccondary, he re-emphasised, but more importantly, reformu-
l.rted his earlier positions. The oedipus complex as he had
,rriginally conceived it led to what he considered the impasses
,rnd mistakes of the arguments he opposed. The natural hitero-
'cxuality it assumed was untenable but its simple reversal with its
streSS on the first maternal relation was equally unsatisfactory.

T
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Without an ultimate reliance on a biologically induced identi-
ficatory premise, such a position does not account for the
difference between the boy and the girl. Lacan would argue that
it is at this juncture that Freud - his earlier positions now seen to
be leading in false directions - brings forward the concept
desire. '\lVhat', asks Freud, 'does the woman [the little girlJ
want?' All answers to the question, including 'the mother' are
false: she simply wants. The phallus - with its status as potentiall
absent - conles to stand in for the necessarily missing object
desire at the level of sexual division. If this is so, the Oedipus
complex can no longer be a static myth that reflects the real
situation of father, mother and child, it becomes a structure
revolving around the question of where a person can be placed in
relation to his or her desire. That 'where' is determined bv t
castration complex.

ln his 1933 essay 'Femininity', Freud puts forrvard the solu
tions of his opponents on the issue of female sexuality as a seri
of questions. He asks 'how does [the little girl] pass from her
nrasculine phase to the feminine one to which she is biologicall
destined?' (Freud, xxn, 1933, p. 119) and contrary to the answers
of his opponents, he concludes that: ' the constitution wil l n
adapt itself to its function without a struggle' (Freud, xxrr, 7933,
p. 117) and that though'lt would be a solution ofideal simplicit
if we could suppose that from a particular age onwards th
elementary influence of the mutual attraction between the sexes
makes itself felt and impels the small woman towards men . . .
are not going to find things so easy .' (Freud, xxrr, 7933,
p. 119). The biological female is destined to become a woman,
but the question to which psychoanalysis must address itself, is
how, if she does manage this, is it to happen? His colleagues'
excellent work on the earliest maternal relationship, from a
psychoanalytic poirrt of view, leaves unanswered the problem o
sexual differentiation. As Freud puts it: 'LJnless we can find
something that is specific for girls and is not presenr or not in the
same way present in boys, we shall not have explained the ter-
mination of the attachment of girls to their mother. I believe we
have found this specific factor . . in the castration complex'
(Freud, 1933, p. Qa).

Freud ended his life with an unfinished paper: 'splitting of t
Ego in the Process of Defence' (xxttt, 1940). It is about the castra-
tion complex and its implication for the constructiorl of the
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, , r l , l . t ' t .  [ t  descr ibes the format ion of  the ego in a moment of
I rrr1,,t 'r (of threatened loss) which results in a primary split from
'. lrr. lr i t never recovers. Freud offers the reaction to the castra-
rr'n ( '()mplex when a fetish is set up as its alternative, as an
, r, 'nrplary instance o-f this split. In this paper we can see clearly
rh,'position of Freud's to which Lacan is to return. A primor-
,lrrl ly split subject necessirates an originally lost object. Though
I r, 'rrt l does not talk of the object as a lost object as Lacan does, he
,o .rlrs.lutely clear that its psychological significance arises from
,rr  . r l )scr1ce, or as he put i t  in the essay on'Feminini ty ' f rom the
rrr I rhat it could never satisfy: ' . . the child's avidity for its
, l lrt 'st nourishment is altogether insatiable . . . i t never gets over
rlr, '  1r;1ip of losing its mother's breast' (Freud, xxII, 1933, p. 122).
I r.rr the tribal child, breastfed well beyond infancy, is unsatis-
rr , , l  pain and lack of  sat isfact ion are the point ,  the t r iggers that
,  r  , ,kt '  desire.

I r.ud's final writ ings are often perceived as reflecting an old
,rr f f r S despair. But for Ltcan their pessimism indicates a clarifrca-
I r ' 'r r ,uld summation of a theory whose implications are and must
l,r , .rrrt i-humanist. The issue offemale sexuality always brings us
1,.r. k to the question of how the human subjeci is constit.rt.I. In
rlr. theories of Freud that Lacan redeploys, the distinction
l,r t \\ 'ccrr the sexes brought about by the castration complex and
,lr, '  r l i fferent positions that must subsequently be taken up,
, 'r r l irrES that the subject is split and the object is lost. This is the

,lrl lrt 'ulty at the heart of being human to which psychoanalysis
,".1 the objects of its enquiry - the unconscious and sexuality -
f .f ,f r witness. To Lacan, a humanist position offers only false
f r,f r1's on the basis of false theories.

lr is a matter of perspective - and Lacan would argue that the
;,, 'r rpective pf post-Freudian analysts is ideological in that it
, ' r r l i r rns the humanism of our t imes. In the v iew of  Kleinians

rrr,l other object-relations theorists, whether it is with a primitive
r f 'r) ()f as an init ial fusion with the mother from which differen-
, , r r r ( )n gradual ly occurs,  the perspect ive starts f rom an ident i -
fr,,rrirJD rvith what seems to be, or ought to be, the subject. The
r r, 'blcm these theorists address is: what does the baby/person do

'rrlr its world in order for it to develop? Then the question is
' rvt ' r tedr has the human environment been good enough for the
r.r l rv to be able to do the r ight  th ings? In these accounts a sexual
l.rrt ity is f irst given biologically and then developed and con-

(



firmed (or not) as the subject grows through
real objects and its fantasies of them, on its
maturitv.
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interaction with
complicated road t

Lacan takes the opposite perspective: the analysand's un
conscious reveals a fragmented subject of shifting and uncertai
sexual identity. To be human is to be subjected to a law which d
centres and divides: sexuality is created in a division, the subj
is split; but an ideological world conceals this from the conscio
subject who is supposed to feel whole and certain of a sexu
identity. Psychoanalysis should aim at 

^ 
destruction of thi

concealment and at a reconstruction of the subiect's constructi
in all its splits. This may be an accurate theory, it is certainly
precarious project. It is to this theory and project - the history
the fractured sexual subject - that Lacan dedicates himself.


